CURFA Fall 2019 Luncheon and Business Meeting
Featuring Speaker Prof. Shelly Miller

Date, time, and location:
October 23, 2019 at 10 AM, in UMC Room 235

Agenda:

- 10:00 AM
  Panel Presentation on Tax Saving and Philanthropic Strategies using Retirement Accounts.
  – Robert Helgeland: Wealth Management Advisor, TIAA
  – Enid Ablowitz: Ablowitz and Associates, LLC
  – David Kassoy: President of CURFA

- 10:45 AM
  Status of the transition from CURFA to the new Boulder campus RFA — Mission, Objectives, Outcomes and Opportunities.
  – David Kassoy: President of CURFA
  – Margot Crowe: Vice President of CURFA
  – Alan Greenberg: Secretary of CURFA

- 11:15 AM
  Social break.

- 11:30 AM
  Opportunities to participate in the Conference of World Affairs (CWA).
  – John Griffin: Faculty Director of the CWA

- 12:00 Noon
  Lunch and then Featured Speaker Presentation

Featured Speaker:
“The Impact of Biomass Burning on our Health, Indoor Environments, and Climate.”
– Prof. Shelly Miller: Mechanical Engineering Department (Environmental Engineering Program)

Brief biographical sketch of Prof. Miller:
Shelly L. Miller, Ph.D., is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering and faculty in the Environmental Engineering Program at the University of Colorado Boulder. She holds an M.S. and Ph.D. in Civil and Environmental Engineering from University of California, Berkeley and a B.S. in Applied Mathematics from Harvey Mudd College. Dr. Miller teaches about and investigates urban air quality and works diligently to understand the impact of air pollution on public health and the environment. She has published over 60 peer reviewed articles on air quality, authored a Chapter on Indoor Air Quality in the Environmental Engineering Handbook, is an active scientist on twitter, and publishes open access as often as possible.

RSVP: margotcrowe@aol.com